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ABOUT THIS REPORT
In October 2002, CFO Research Services (a unit of CFO Publishing Corp.)
undertook a research effort to explore corporate performance management. Do
current planning, budgeting, forecasting, and reporting processes provide the
detail necessary to understand the drivers of corporate results? Do they support
the CFO’s efforts to explain where the business is headed? What changes do
companies plan to make to their performance management capabilities?

What CFOs Want from Performance Management summarizes the findings of a
mail survey of 245 senior financial executives and telephone interviews with
14 more. Comshare, a provider of software that helps companies implement
and execute strategy, funded the research and the publication of our findings. 

In addition to the survey respondents, the following companies participated
in our telephone interview program and agreed to be cited: 

The hypotheses for this research were developed jointly by CFO Research
Services and Comshare, Incorporated. CFO Research Services produced the
final report. At Comshare, we would like to thank Terri Merte and Cindy
Morrow for their insight and guidance. 

At CFO Research Services, Randy Myers conducted the interviews and wrote
the report. Don Durfee edited the final report. 

Finally, we would like to extend our thanks to the many executives who 
participated in our study. Without their participation, this report would not
have been possible. 

What CFOs Want from Performance Management is published by CFO Publishing
Corp., 253 Summer Street, Boston, MA, 02210. Website: www.cfo-research.com.

Please direct inquiries to Lisa Nelson at (617) 345-9700 ext. 249, 
or lisanelson@cfo.com.

March 2003

Copyright
© 2003 CFO Publishing Corp. which is solely responsible for its content. All rights
reserved. No part of this report may be reproduced or stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means without written permission.

■ Advantage Sales & Marketing

■ Alliant Techsystems

■ American Red Cross

■ Bank One/
National Enterprise Operations

■ Benco Dental

■ Chevron Phillips Chemical Company

■ Computer Associates

■ Cisco Systems

■ Corning Photonics

■ ON Semiconductor 

■ J.P. Morgan Mortgage Capital

■ PerkinElmer

■ Taubman Centers

■ W.W. Grainger



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Finance in corporate America is under the gun. Bruised and bloodied by a
weak economy, high-profile accounting scandals, and a stock market just 
off its third consecutive year of declines, CFOs find themselves pressed by
regulators and investors to produce faster, more reliable, and more transparent
financial reports—and then swear to them in writing.

This exposes an embarrassing problem for CFOs: many are unable to create
better reports and forecasts because of inadequate systems and processes for
gathering data about corporate performance. For example, finance staffs at
many companies still manage financial performance using spreadsheets,
making the process slow, rigid, and more geared to reporting accounting
results than providing the insight needed to guide the business.

Indeed, few senior financial executives are satisfied with their performance
management capabilities—their ability to plan, budget, and forecast. 
A survey of senior financial executives at 245 organizations (most of them
large, public U.S. companies), supplemented by 14 personal interviews, 
indicates that many firms continue to struggle with creating a finance 
function that can act as a true partner to the business units. Some have made
meaningful progress toward this goal, however, by embracing state-of-the-art
technology solutions and adopting best-practice processes and procedures.
Our surveys and interviews indicate that many more companies are preparing
to follow their lead.

Notable findings

■ Performance management processes are broken. While 63 percent 
of finance executives polled say they are satisfied with the speed and 
accuracy of their monthly financial reports to business units, only 48 
percent are satisfied with the speed and accuracy of plan re-forecasts 
during the fiscal year, and only 40 percent are satisfied with the amount of
time it takes them to create an annual performance plan. Just 31 percent are
satisfied with their ability to model and test the impact of proposed changes.
A similar percentage say their current performance management  processes
actually stand in the way of their ability to provide decision support to 
the business.

■ Most CFOs plan changes to their performance management systems and
capabilities. Sixty-one percent of survey respondents plan changes to their
performance management systems in the next 18 months. One area widely
targeted for change is forecasting—specifically, the ability to produce rolling
rather than static forecasts. Only 36 percent of the respondents have that 
capability today; 84 percent expect to have it within three years. Many CFOs
also plan to produce budgets with a sharper focus on key business drivers; 27
percent have the tools and procedures in place to do that today, 76 percent
expect to have them in three years.
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■ Major reasons for seeking change are to improve visibility into current
results and better understand future performance trends. Of those 
surveyed, 71 percent cited the need for better visibility into current results
as a factor in their decision to overhaul their performance management
systems, and 70 percent cited the need to better understand future 
performance trends. Another 42 percent cited poor economic conditions and
the need for tighter cash flow controls, 25 percent cited regulatory changes
such as Sarbanes-Oxley. New financial regulations are especially worrisome
to large companies (those with $5 billion or more in annual revenues)—
50 percent of these companies cited regulatory changes as a reason for
improving performance management.

■ There are obstacles to improving performance management. The two
main barriers are a lack of integrated IT systems and competing priorities.
Other obstacles cited included change management fatigue, lack of funds
for process and/or systems change, concern about the difficulty of 
implementing a new system, inadequate senior management support, and
resistance from the business units.

■ There is pressure to abandon spreadsheet-based planning and budgeting.
Only 11 percent of survey respondents are very confident that a spreadsheet-
based process ensures the accuracy required for CFOs to feel comfortable
signing off on financial statements, as required by Sarbanes-Oxley. Another
42 percent say they are somewhat confident, leaving 47 percent who say
they are not confident. 

■ Companies are migrating toward single-solution software. About half 
of companies use a non-integrated mix of performance management 
software across their organizations today. In three years, most plan to 
standardize—either using a single solution across the company 
(50 percent), or by using an integrated set of best-of-breed software 
(39 percent).

Structure of the report

This report consists of three chapters. Chapter 1 describes the pressures 
driving CFOs to improve forecasting, budgeting, and planning. Chapter 2
considers the challenges finance executives will face as they attempt to make
such improvements. Finally, Chapter 3 examines how companies have over-
come these challenges to implement a better performance management system.
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CHAPTER 1

FOCUS ON AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE
For publicly traded companies, ensuring the timeliness and accuracy of 
financial reports and forecasts has never been more critical. Following a 
series of high-profile accounting scandals, the investing public, boards 
of directors, and regulators now place the highest possible premium 
on the quality of a company’s financial reports and the integrity of
its forecasts. 

It is not surprising, then, that when CFO Research Services surveyed CFOs 
in May 2002, the vast majority cited as their single highest priority the 
accuracy of their earnings and revenue projections. Nor is it any surprise that,
in our latest survey of 245 senior finance executives conducted in November
2002, 61 percent of the financial executives polled said they plan changes 
to their budgeting, forecasting, and reporting capabilities in the next 
18 months (see Figure 1).

That more than half of surveyed executives plan changes in these 
areas speaks to a stunning dissatisfaction with the current state of corporate
performance management—the planning, budgeting, forecasting, financial
consolidation, management reporting, and analytical activities that help 
to shape a company’s long-term success. In our survey, only 40 percent 
of respondents said they are “satisfied” with the time required to create 
an annual performance plan or budget (and only 7 percent of those say 
they are “very satisfied”). Only 48 percent are “satisfied” with the speed and
accuracy of their reforecasts, and only 40 percent are “satisfied” with the 
alignment between their budgeting process and their company’s business
strategy (see Figure 2, next page).

Drivers of change

Our survey found that the top drivers of change in performance management
reflect the new demands being placed on finance by investors and regulators 
in the wake of last year’s corporate blowups and by the volatile economy, 
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Figure 1
Most companies plan changes to corporate planning, budgeting,
forecasting, and reporting capabilities
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which has reduced customer demand for goods and services in some industries
by 50 percent or more. Respondents cited the need for better visibility into
results, for a clearer picture of future performance, and for tighter cash flow
controls (see Figure 3, next page).

Regulatory factors 
On the regulatory front, last year’s Sarbanes-Oxley Act is also a factor.
Arguably, this legislation makes good performance management even more
important—signing off on financial statements requires great confidence 
in the numbers being reported. This is especially true for large, public firms
with diverse operations. While only 25 percent of respondents overall 
cited regulatory changes as a reason for changing performance management
processes, the number is 50 percent for companies with over $5 billion in 
revenues.

Ironically, Sarbanes-Oxley may also impede CFOs’ efforts to improve planning,
budgeting, and forecasting. For all the good it may do to rein in improper 
accounting and restore the investing public’s confidence in corporate America,
it is also robbing some finance departments of time that could otherwise be 
spent on improving their ability to guide the business. “Obviously, there’s a lot of
focus right now on controls and meeting regulations,” says Rob Friel, CFO of
PerkinElmer, a manufacturer of life sciences products, optoelectronic equipment,
and analytical instruments. “That’s certainly important, and requires more time
from our financial organization and a prioritization of our resources to ensure we
meet not only the letter, but the intent of the new pronouncements.”

WHAT CFOs WANT FROM 
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Figure 2
Few are satisfied with performance management processes
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Poor market conditions
For Dave Quimby, controller for the Micro-Optics group at CorningPhotonics,
a subsidiary of Corning that sells primarily to the telecommunications 
industry, the sluggish economy is the greater worry. “The biggest problem
we’ve had is the scope and scale of the decline in general market conditions
in the past two years,” Quimby says. “The continual looking for the bottom 
is a problem. You just don’t know what your foundations of volume and 
revenues are to plan from, so you don’t know how to properly resource.”

John Kurtzweil, SVP, CFO, and treasurer for ON Semiconductor, a global
manufacturer of advanced power-management and data-management 
semiconductor devices, also cites visibility into near-term sales and profits as
the biggest challenge facing finance managers. “It’s tough to get anybody to
commit to longer lead times on orders, which means we have to rely more 
on our modeling capabilities for the industry and for particular customers
than we have in the past,” he says. Jonathan Chadwick, VP of corporate
finance and planning for Cisco Systems, concurs: “Visibility has gotten
markedly worse over the last 24 months. The economic situation has given
rise to nobody being willing to commit [to placing orders] far out in advance.”
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Figure 3
Reasons for changing performance management systems
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Pressure from the CEO and board
CFOs aren’t the only ones dissatisfied with the current state of performance
management. At many companies, finance is not providing the level of 
decision support demanded by the CEO. For example, while 77 percent say
their CEO wants finance to provide guidance to the business units, only 54
percent said they are able to do so. Likewise, 89 percent report that their CEO
wants finance to provide analysis of business unit performance on demand,
but only 57 percent can do this today (see Figure 4). Indeed, 30 percent say
their current performance management processes are actually hindering their
efforts to provide decision support to the business.
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Figure 4
A gap exists between CEO expectations and finance's delivery
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Figure 5
Boards will demand more from financial reports
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On top of the pressures from investors, regulators, and their own 
CEOs, CFOs are also being pushed by their own boards of directors to
improve the quality, detail, and timeliness of financial performance reports 
(see Figure 5, previous page). Fifty percent believe boards will demand better
quality information, 45 percent think they will ask for more detail, and 32 
percent think they will have to increase the frequency of their reports. Only
27 percent believe their boards will make no new demands. 

Responding to such pressures won’t be easy. As Chapter 2 will show, CFOs
will confront a range of challenges as they attempt to make significant
changes to their companies’ performance management capabilities. 
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CHAPTER 2

UNDERSTANDING THE CHALLENGE
Many large U.S. companies are locked into a detrimental reliance on systems
and technologies that aren’t fast enough or sufficiently robust to meet the
demands being placed on corporate finance departments. Too often, the 
planning, budgeting, and forecasting process revolves around the laborious
and duplicative manual entry of raw data into traditional spreadsheet 
software, followed by a seemingly endless swapping of files between finance
and operations. As a consequence, plans take too long to create and are out of
date by the time they are completed, rendering them of little or no practical
use in executing strategy. 

For many firms, the reliance on obsolete technology and data processing
routines runs so deep that the task of upgrading seems too painful to contem-
plate. The consequences are disturbing in light of the CFO’s need to have the
finance function be a source of leadership and insight. “We would find ourselves
in discussions about the integrity of the budget rather than execution against
that budget,” says Ralph Hromisin, CFO for privately held Benco Dental, a $240
million dental products distribution company, referring to the state of affairs
when he joined the company in 2001. (Benco Dental is implementing a new
performance management system to correct those problems.) 

The problem extends beyond finance’s ability to provide advice to the 
business on strategy execution—CFOs also confront difficulties in providing
accurate forecasts.  Forecasts can be dicey if finance doesn’t have easy access
to current performance data—a common problem at companies relying on
old technology. “If you don’t have a good basis of actuals,” warns Chadwick
of Cisco, “there is no way you can produce an accurate forecast. Having a
very strong link between the accounting side and the forecasting and planning
side is something we strive for all the time at Cisco.”

The barriers to change

In our survey, CFOs identified a number of obstacles to improving performance
management. The top two are a lack of integrated IT systems and competing
corporate priorities, both of which were cited by 59 percent of the respondents
(see Figure 6, next page). Other barriers included change management fatigue
(not another new program!), lack of funds, fear of difficult implementations,
inadequate support from senior management, and resistance from the business
units. Below, we examine the top two issues: technology and competing priorities.

Lack of integrated IT systems
A surprising number of large and sophisticated corporations—not to mention
thousands of smaller concerns—continue to rely on non-integrated spread-
sheet software for their planning, budgeting, and forecasting activities. The
more complex the organization, the less satisfactory this solution. First, it is
time-consuming; typically, management will input raw data into a report,
which finance will then re-key into a spreadsheet. This process is repeated
over and over again at business units throughout the organization. Finance is
called upon to roll up all these disparate spreadsheets into a single master
spreadsheet for use at the highest corporate levels. 
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Second, reliance on spreadsheets creates more room for error. One aspect of
this problem is version control. Actually creating the budget inevitably
involves numerous discussions between executive managers and line 
managers about the numbers proposed—new versions of spreadsheets are
zipped back and forth until it is challenging simply to know which is the most
current. There is also the increased chance of human error each time the data
is entered. This creates problems not only for budgeting and planning, but
also for financial reporting. In our survey of senior financial executives, only
11 percent said they were “very confident”, in light of Sarbanes-Oxley, that a
spreadsheet-based process ensures enough uniformity for CFOs to feel 
comfortable signing off on financials (see Figure 7, next page).

“Excel is a great tool, but unfortunately when you start looking at 
multiple companies with many divisions and hundreds of departments, 
the opportunity for error just grows dramatically,” says Robert Vesely, 
executive VP and CFO of Advantage Sales & Marketing in Irvine, California.
“When I got to the point where I was doing 100 different P&Ls in the 
budget process, sending them out, getting them back and linking them
together, it was just too much.” His firm, a sales and marketing agency 
serving the consumer packaged goods industry, now uses a Web-based, 
integrated performance management software system that accommodates all
of its budgeting, reporting, and scorecard activities, all but eliminating the
need to rely on spreadsheet software.

WHAT CFOs WANT FROM 
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Figure 6
The obstacles to improving performance management
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Computer Associates did something similar. According to Carl Caputo,
finance director for the software maker, the demand for more detailed 
reporting was one of the factors driving his firm to abandon its spreadsheet-
based process in favor of a new performance management system two years
ago. “If you listen to our quarterly investors’ calls, you’ll find that we’re 
giving more detailed, transparent information than in the past,” Caputo says.
“And in order to be able to do that and keep people on top of managing to
that level of detail we needed more tools” (see case study below).

Computer Associates: Producing a faster, more detailed budget

Until two years ago, Computer Associates (CA) employed a static, top-down 
budgeting process that consumed four months of each year. “By the time we were
done,” says finance director Carl Caputo, “it was dated.” Today, CA uses a Web-based 
performance management system to create its budget in less than half that time. 
It also uses the power of that system to update its budget on a monthly basis, and 
has begun to develop a rolling rather than static forecasting process to bring further
finesse to its planning activities.

An enterprise-wide system
CA’s experience is typical of companies that integrate their planning, budgeting, 
forecasting, and management reporting through the use of a single, enterprise-wide
software system. Budgeting gets done faster, forecasting becomes more accurate, 
and all of the company’s financial plans become more tightly linked to strategy. 
With its new system, says Caputo, CA’s budgeting process begins not in the 
executive suite but in the trenches, where CA divisional managers around the 
world input key data on factors that drive their results—from contract bookings 
in local currency to non-financial metrics such as headcounts—and use them
to build out their departmental budgets. This raw data is then rolled up in U.S. 
dollars for review by senior managers, who can use the software system to 
exchange questions and answers with divisional managers via electronic notes. 
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Figure 7
In light of Sarbanes-Oxley, how confident are you that a spreadsheet-based
reporting process provides adequate central control?

% of respondents
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confident (42%)

Very confident (11%)

Source: CFO Research Services
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Once the budget is completed, Caputo says, the company takes the actual results 
that roll in and uses them to create, on a monthly basis, a revised forecast through 
the end of the fiscal year. One sign of the company’s enhanced confidence in its 
forecasting came late last year when, despite a difficult operating environment, the
company publicly stuck by its revenue and earnings projections for the fourth quarter
ending March 2003. 

Winning the support of front-line managers
While pleased with the results, Caputo worried in advance of implementing the 
new performance management system that it could be difficult to convince front-line
managers to add their valuable support to the project. Under the new system, for
example, it would be their job to input raw data, a task that had been handled by just
under 100 CA financial managers around the world. “The first time we put it out on a
widespread basis, though, we trained 180 people, including the 100 financial managers,
and we had a lot of success,” Caputo says. “I attribute that to keeping the application
pretty simple and easy to use.” Later, in the course of its annual budget process, the
company conducted a second round of Web-based training in the new system for 400
people across the globe. “We had great success with that, too,” Caputo says.

Better decision support
The new system has also helped finance become a better partner to the company’s
business units. “We are absolutely taking the lead at our company in being providers 
of all sorts of information to management, at all levels, to help them run their 
function or their business,” he says. 

Caputo says there is no doubt that his finance group is now able to give management 
a more informed picture of where they are headed and offer advice on how they 
might perform better.  CA is combining its enterprise-wide system with its 
CleverPath Portal product, integrating other critical business information to provide 
a medium for collaboration and effective business decision-making for CA’s 
executive management. “We are doing that now,” he says, “and striving to do it 
better every day.”

Competing corporate priorities
Competing priorities present another obstacle to improving performance
management. When the corporate ship is taking on water, the captain is 
more inclined to invest in buckets than binoculars. There’s no denying 
that the market conditions of the past three years have been brutal for 
companies in a wide range of industries. From year-end 2000 through year-end
2002, the S&P 500 stock index fell 40 percent. Whole sectors of the 
economy—telecommunications and technology—slipped into the red. From
year-end 2001 to year-end 2002, more than 1.6 million jobs were lost. Under
such conditions, it can be hard to manage an overhaul of the performance
management process. 

For instance, one publicly traded company trimmed 300 finance positions 
last year, including virtually all of its divisional-level finance jobs. That 
simply heaped more responsibility on operations managers, says one of 
the firm’s senior executives, who requested anonymity, and stymied finance
in its attempt to become a more value-added resource for the business 
units. “There are just not enough (finance) people to go around to provide 
in-depth analysis and advice based on that analysis,” this person says.
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“Meanwhile, the planning, budgeting, and forecasting process is taking 
up more time of the divisional management; their time is now spent 
developing the numbers rather than developing actions to improve the 
situation.” While the company is reconsidering the cutbacks, the manpower
reductions it implemented demonstrate how competing priorities can divert
management’s attention, even at companies that could benefit from improved
performance management processes. 

Other challenges
Apart from finding a way to gather and process data more efficiently—the
how of performance management—many companies face the challenge 
of figuring out what to measure and report. Unless they are tracking the key
drivers of sales and costs, both financial and non-financial, all the budgeting
and forecasting in the world won’t boost the bottom line. “Accountants, and
finance people in general, usually are pretty good with historical measures,
but not always the best with leading indicators,” says Hromisin of Benco
Dental. “So while we have a fairly decent amount of historical measures, what
we don’t have right now are leading indicators identified.”

Even when companies do have the right metrics, it can be difficult to 
apply them in a meaningful way to the company’s planning and budgeting
processes, in part because many of those metrics reside in far-flung corners 
of the enterprise, and getting access to them can be difficult. Nearly half 
of our survey respondents said their corporate performance management 
systems can’t handle non-financial metrics at all. Those that do handle 
non-financial metrics focus on customer and employee measures (see Figure 8). 

The future of budgets and forecasts

One consequence of data-collection difficulties is that it may be hard to 
create and manage against a budget that focuses on measures that capture the
true drivers of a company’s growth rather than one that depends solely on
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Figure 8
Does your corporate performance management IT system report non-financial metrics?
If so, what non-financial measures are included?
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traditional line items. Companies hope to create such budgets, however.
Today, a scant 27 percent of our survey respondents say their budgets focus
on key business drivers, though 76 percent say they plan to get to that point
within the next three years (see Figure 9).

Furthermore, because of a lack of integrated performance management 
systems that slow access to key business metrics, budgets at many 
companies tend to be static documents: snapshots that reflect management’s
thinking at a single point in time. Though not wholly useless, they tend to 
be backward-facing rather than forward-looking documents. A far better
approach for most companies, already standard at best-practice organiza-
tions, is to implement a system of rolling budgets in which actual results 
are combined with the best possible intelligence from every facet of the 
organization to create an up-to-the-minute budget on a monthly or 
quarterly basis. 

That can only happen with an integrated performance management system
that will allow the organization to pull the necessary data together quickly.
The larger and more complex the organization, the more critical a tool that
performance management system becomes.

There is another option—to make the budgeting process more frequent, and
to make each iteration faster through technology and process redesign.
PerkinElmer has done this, scrapping its annual budget in favor of a new
semi-annual budgeting process (see case study, next page).
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Figure 9
What best describes your budgeting process?
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PerkinElmer: Moving to a semi-annual budget

Heading into 2002, it was clear to senior executives at PerkinElmer that the business 
environment in which the company operates had changed—and that PerkinElmer had better
change with it. Large segments of the economy had become increasingly volatile, making it
harder than ever to predict how the company would perform, particularly in the business-
to-business marketplace where it sells many of its products. In response, the maker of life
sciences and optoelectronic equipment and analytical instruments revamped its budgeting
process to produce, in effect, two semi-annual budgets rather than one annual budget.

A better budget
“When you think about how quickly things are changing, you have to ask yourself if 12 months
is too long to budget,” says Rob Friel, the company’s CFO. “There are a couple of end-markets
out there, such as telecom, where the movement [in market conditions] has been so swift
that a 12-month budget that’s prepared in November and December may be obsolete come
March or April. So our view was that it made more sense to go to a six-month plan.” 

In addition to budgeting twice as often, PerkinElmer has linked its incentive compensation
plans to the new six-month budgets. With the semi-annual approach, managers know that if
they don’t make their targets in the first half, that portion of their bonus is gone. “I think it
causes people to be more realistic in establishing targets in the first half, and more action-
oriented as they go into the first month of the year,” Friel says. “They know that they don’t
have 11 months to make up a shortfall, but five.”

Although it has switched to a semi-annual budgeting process, PerkinElmer still begins its
budget planning each summer with what it calls strategic goal-setting, which involves 
creating a three-year business plan. The first year of that plan evolves into the budget for
that year. The budget is created in October, starting with revenue forecasts by region, or, in
some cases, customer or product. The budget is solidified in November and December, then
revisited, as noted earlier, six months later. The company also conducts monthly “operating
reviews” of the budget in the interim, to make sure its tactical activities are in keeping with
its strategic plan and, if necessary, to revamp that plan.

Web-based planning
Friel attributes the company’s ability to forecast and budget more quickly in part to its 
decision to track all of its sales and order information in a Web-based software program the
company developed internally. “One of the nice outcomes of this is that six to nine months
ago, our monthly operating reviews consisted of sitting around a table, in some cases maybe
a video conference, where people would have a stack of 30 or 40 charts in front of them
and we’d go through them. Now we do it on the Web, and the nice thing about that is as
you’re going through a chart and somebody wants to ask a question and drill down, you 
just pull up the menu and say, ‘I really want to drill down on orders in Japan and see how
that’s going,’ and you’ve got it. It’s been a productivity tool, in that we don’t have a lot of
people building charts, and it allows you the flexibility to sort of go anywhere you want 
in your discussion.”

While pleased with the company’s new direction in budgeting and forecasting, Friel
acknowledges that divining the future will never be a perfect science. For that reason, he
says, PerkinElmer requires its managers to plan not only for what they expect their business
to be like, but also for how they will react if it does turn out differently. “We require the
business units to come back to us and tell us what would happen if revenue were 5 percent
or 10 percent higher, and what they would do if it were 5 percent or 10 percent lower,” Friel
says. “We debate the contingency action that they would do ahead of time, so when we 
see the market change, we don’t have to then say, ‘Okay, now what are we going to do?’ It’s
not a discussion then of what we’re going to do, it’s a discussion of when we’re going to
implement it.”
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Like budgeting, financial forecasting is also in poor shape at many 
companies. Ralph Hromisin laughs when he remembers how Benco Dental,
now in the process of implementing a new performance management 
system, had been handling that task. “This is going to seem silly,” he warns,
“because it is. Let’s say that at the end of the third quarter we were trying 
to forecast where we were going to be for the year. The forecast would end 
up being [created like this]: ‘Okay, here’s our nine-months actual, here 
are the last three months of our budget, and [the sum of the two] is where
we’re going to end up.’ It was never a re-look based on current events, 
based on run rates, based on current economic conditions and so forth. 
If you talk about managing from the rearview mirror, that’s what we 
were doing.”

The less accurate the forecast, the less confidence a company will have 
in its strategy. “The forecast that people know is wrong is immediately 
not credible and therefore useless,” says Kent Potter, senior VP and CFO 
for Chevron Phillips Chemical Company. “Plans and forecasts have got 
to incorporate all available information and intelligence. Keeping those 
fresh, alive, and credible is the challenge.” Chevron Phillips creates a new
budget plan each year, but once that document is completed, the firm 
refreshes it each month by comparing actual performance to the budget 
and reassessing where its business is heading. In short, accurate forecasts lead
to more accurate budgeting, better decision-making, and a reduced likelihood
of earnings surprises.

Ideally, most CFOs would like to move to rolling forecasts. In our latest 
survey, only 36 percent of  respondents said they have a system of rolling fore-
casts in place today, although 84 percent expect to have such a system within
three years (see Figure 10). It may be critically important that they 
do. Whether serving as the underpinning for a new budget or being used to
update an existing budget, accurate forecasts set expectations for the company
both internally and externally and drive strategy—or should. 

Figure 10
What best describes your forecasting capability?

% of respondents

      Today

Forecast is
rolling
(36%)

Source: CFO Research Services

Forecast for
current year
only (64%)

Forecast for
current year
only (16%)

In three years

Forecast
is rolling

(84%)
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Of course, companies have been saying they plan to move to rolling forecasts
for years. Despite predictions in the 1990s that over half of all companies
would soon have such forecasts, the numbers have only risen from 22 percent
in 1998 (according to a Hackett Benchmarking survey) to 36 percent today.
This suggests that finance executives have consistently underestimated the
difficulty of changing the performance management process. 

In the next chapter, we will examine the experience of companies that have
successfully improved budgeting, forecasting, financial consolidation, and
planning. As we will show, these companies have done so through a blend of
process redesign and technology implementation.
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CHAPTER 3

IMPROVING PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT
The good news is that the challenges of performance management are readily
addressable through improved technology solutions and best-practice
processes. In this chapter, we will assess the technology available to improve
performance management, and look at the experiences of companies 
that have overcome the barriers to better budgeting, planning, financial 
consolidation, and forecasting.

Performance management technology

State-of-the-art software systems can help finance become a more efficient
collector and analyst of data, well-equipped to model and test the impact 
of changes both within and external to the organization—and able to share
that power with other parts of the enterprise. These systems allow 
budgets and forecasts to be created and updated on-the-fly, based on a 
continuous inflow of both financial and non-financial data. Because such a 
system allows business units to feed in much of that raw data and market
intelligence directly, it makes operations managers part of the planning and
forecasting process.

And it frees finance to spend more time on data analysis than on data collec-
tion. The best systems offer capabilities for analyzing data and modeling
“what if” scenarios. In sum, today’s performance management software can
bind finance and operations in a single effort and create tight links between
budgeting and business strategy.

ON Semiconductor’s John Kurtzweil hopes this will be the case for his 
company, now that it is nearly done implementing a new performance 
management system. With actual revenue and expense data loaded into the
system on an ongoing basis, he says, he’ll be able to call up that data in a 
matter of minutes. While divisional controllers are, for the time being, still
entering the data using worksheets given to them by the business units, he
plans to turn that work over to the department managers. “They’re already
preparing the worksheets, so why not have them put the data into the system
themselves?” he asks. Over the first six months of this year, he says, teams
from his finance group will be visiting with the department managers on site,
one at a time, and training them how to do just that.

Esther Blum, SVP, controller, and chief accounting officer for Taubman
Centers, a real estate investment trust that develops, owns, and operates
shopping centers, has already seen improvements first-hand since 
implementing a new performance management system in 2001. Not only
does finance have access to data faster, but the subsequent analysis 
that finance is able to provide to the business units is better. “It’s higher 
quality because you can slice and dice the data so many ways,” says Blum.
“You’re able to provide more interesting analysis that you couldn’t do 
so easily in the past” (see case study, next page).
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Taubman Centers: Streamlining financial analysis

One of the biggest benefits of performance management software is the ability to 
analyze data in ways that otherwise wouldn’t be possible. Esther Blum, SVP, controller,
and chief accounting officer for Taubman Centers, says that since installing performance
management software at her firm, tasks that once took days now take minutes or hours.
Prior to installing the new software, for example, comparing actual versus budgeted rents
began with individual analysts entering the actual results for each of the company’s
4,000 tenants into Excel spreadsheets and then summarizing the variances. Once that
was done, another person would take the files from each individual analyst and summarize
them on a corporate-wide basis. Now, actual rents for each tenant are uploaded in the
performance management system one time when the billing system is closed monthly.
“Immediately, actual versus budgeted rent is calculated and can be displayed and/or
sorted,” Blum says. “You can quickly see a portfolio-wide rent variance.”

The company’s new software system also makes it easy to produce an instant corporate-
wide summary of the budgets for every individual shopping center in the company’s
portfolio, or a customized cross-section of the budgets for those centers. “Due to the
size, complexity, and large number of Excel files being used, the easiest way to summarize
the portfolio in the past was to take each individual center’s Excel files and manually
type into a summary Excel file the main components of the individual center’s files,”
Blum says. “Each time an analyst made a change to an individual Excel file, the summary
file would need to be updated manually. This meant constant reconciliations between
the summary file and the individual files.”

Blum says the new software system has also transformed the process of loading budget
numbers into the company’s general ledger system into a 10-minute job from one that
had been extremely time-consuming. In part, this is because finance can download a
file from the new system in the exact format the company’s general ledger requires.
The previous system required manually preparing an import file for the general ledger
system from the Excel files for all of the company’s individual shopping centers.
Thanks to the enhanced capabilities of its new performance management system,
Blum says, Taubman Centers now updates its budget as many as five times a year
rather than just once.

What should CFOs look for in performance management software? Many of
the financial executives we interviewed stressed the value of having a Web-
based product. The goal is to eliminate the hassles and pitfalls of trying to
ensure that all users have the same current version of the software on their
desktop, along with the latest version of the file they want to use. “I wanted
something that was going to be fully Web-based, which means that you turn
on your computer, grab your browser and you’re in the application,” says
Vesely of Advantage Sales and Marketing. 

In our survey, respondents said that in addition to Web-based analytical tools,
they plan to have technology that provides them with the ability to automate
the generation and distribution of reports, create an executive “dashboard” of
key performance metrics, offer an enterprise-wide portal where managers can
drill down in greater detail on the company’s performance data, and auto-
matically alert users to potential budgeting or performance problems using
exception analysis techniques. Today, high technology companies are some-
what more advanced than others, but in the future these tools will be used
evenly across industries (see Figure 11, next page). 
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Figure 11
Companies plan to adopt advanced tools
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CFO objective 

■ Better budgeting and forecasting 
quality to improve plans

■ Better risk management and understanding 
of how internal and external changes could 
affect strategy

■ Improved efforts by business units to meet 
performance targets

■ Enable finance to spend more time 
on value-added activities 

■ Better alignment between budget
and strategy 

■ Improve ability to understand the factors 
behind current performance trends

Enabling technology available  

■ Statistical forecasting for seeding budgets and
testing whether budget submissions are realistic

■ Integrated system for comparison of budgets, 
actuals, and trends  

■ Statistical forecasting

■ Single platform for access to all necessary 
data and views (e.g., by product, by region, 
by margin)  

■ Collaborative systems that allow text notes, 
emails, and other types of two-way 
communication to occur

■ Web-based analytical tools and ad hoc 
reporting

■ Enterprise-wide portal for strategic 
performance information  

■ Automated data collection, report 
production, and report distribution

■ Automated alerts and 
exception reports

■ Dashboard of key indicators for decision 
makers and budget holders

■ Ability to track and report on strategy by 
initiative, key performance indicators, and 
other measures as necessary 

■ Ability to drill down into the transaction 
system

■ Integrated system which accommodates both 
financial and non-financial measures  

How they hope to achieve it

■ Eliminate game playing and increase 
commitments to budgets

■ Implement rolling forecasts

■ Model business scenarios

■ Allow budget holders to comment on their 
ability to meet performance targets before 
plans are set

■ Put analytical capability in the hands 
of business users

■ Provide better self-serve access to 
performance data 

■ Reduce time spent on transaction processing 
and reporting

■ Reduce time spent looking through information 
hoping to spot the critical problems and 
opportunities 

■ Identify and focus on key 
performance indicators

■ View detail behind numbers in reports 

Table 1
Technology is available to support performance management goals

Source: CFO Research Services
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Such tools have the potential to help resolve a number of long-standing 
challenges for the CFO (see Table 1, previous page). “If you really believe in
finance transformation, the accounting side will all move on to computers, and
the strategic value-adding side will reside with people,” says Potter of
Chevron Phillips. “We will lose the finance label as we become part of the
business and are able to provide input into major decision-making activities.”

Best of breed or single solution?

While many companies have sought to enhance their performance 
management capabilities by adding additional software to their arsenal 
of tools, they typically have used those systems only for discrete portions 
of the process, with varying degrees of success. In our survey, 50 percent 
of respondents said they use a hodgepodge of IT applications for 
performance management, meaning that they use applications from 
different vendors for different parts of the process, without any consistency
across business units. Twenty-two percent said they use best-of-breed 
technology (different applications for different parts of the process, but all
business units use the same applications) and 28 percent use a single solution
across the company (see Figure 12). 

In three years, respondents plan to move away from a hodgepodge of appli-
cations to either best of breed or single solution. According to interviewees,
whether a company takes a best-of-breed or a single-solution approach is less
important than whether the applications are consistent and integrated across
the organization. “Clearly, planning, budgeting, forecasting, and reporting
tasks all go hand-in-hand,” says John Picek, VP and corporate controller 
for Alliant Techsystems, a Minnesota-based defense contractor. “The systems
you use to do all of those should be tied in and integrated.”

Overcoming the challenges

Knowing what to change and knowing how to implement change are, to be
sure, entirely different propositions. Our interviews identified a number of
steps necessary to improve corporate performance management processes. 

WHAT CFOs WANT FROM 
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Whether to take a 
best-of-breed or a 
single-solution approach 
is less important than
whether the applications 
are integrated across the
organization

Figure 12
CFOs plan to move away from legacy performance management software
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Source: CFO Research Services
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Chief among them are: 

■ Identifying the right metrics to monitor

■ Overcoming resistance to gain the buy-in of line managers and 
other non-finance professionals

■ Considering process changes before selecting and implementing a 
technology solution

Identifying the right metrics
Getting metrics right means knowing which ones to track, making sure they
are widely and readily available throughout the organization, and incorpo-
rating them into planning activities. Companies also have to determine the
right number of measures. If they are too few, managers fly blind. Too many,
and managers suffer from information overload, with the result that important
details can be obscured or overlooked. “We try to keep them pretty straight-
forward,” says Computer Associates’ Caputo of the metrics his company follows.
“It’s very important to us that people at lower levels of the organization
understand how their performance metrics roll up to the total company, and
how what they do affects the total company.” Two of the key metrics his firm
tracks, at all levels of management, are simple ones: revenue and costs per
employee. 

Robert Wojciechowicz, CFO for J.P. Morgan Mortgage Capital, a subsidiary of
J.P. Morgan Chase, says it is only with ready access to key metrics like these
that managers can develop strategies that drive their businesses where they
want them to go. “Sometimes you’ll hear people say, ‘We want to double
sales,’” he explains. “Well, that doesn’t help anybody.” Why? Because it 
doesn’t say anything about what must be done to double sales. “Your metrics
need to be very specific, by function, so that when your president says, ‘We
want to double our sales but we don’t want to double our expense base,’ you
can say, ‘Okay, here’s how we can do it,’” Wojciechowicz says.

Overcoming cultural inertia and resistance
Getting the “buy-in” of business unit executives and their front-line managers
is important for two reasons. One is to ensure they will use the information
the system generates. The other is to get their cooperation in entering into the
system the raw data on which it feeds (this can speed up budgeting and fore-
casting and eliminate much of the duplicative work that occurs when finance
assumes sole responsibility for those activities). 

But it’s not always easy to do. Non-financial managers may prefer to receive
information in the old format, or may balk at assuming a greater role in the
budgeting process. In addition to obvious steps such as clearly communicating
what the company wants to do and why, interviewees suggested some ways
finance can smooth the path for a new performance management process. 

One is to make sure business units and their managers will have access to the
metrics they need. According to Rusty Hamner, VP of finance at Bank One’s
National Enterprise Operations, each business group in his part of the 
company has helped to develop its own performance “scorecard”—a set of
metrics tailored to its business that is updated and reviewed monthly with his



Finance should partner 
with the CIO to enlist the
support of a co-champion 
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finance team. The metrics are available to all employees, both online via their
computers, and, for those who don’t have access to a computer at work, on
“quality boards.” According to Hamner, this has given employees visibility
into how their work affects business results: “Everyone’s working for the
same goal.” 

At Benco Dental, says Hromisin, “the finance group sat down with all the 
senior managers one at a time and said, ‘Look, if you had your wish list, what
type of data would you like to see? Help us challenge this [performance 
management] system. What kind of drivers would you want to see? What
information is important to you on a weekly, monthly, quarterly basis?’”
Having gone through that exercise, Hromisin says the company is now 
selecting the 10 or 12 metrics that should be reported to senior management.
“As we cascade lower and lower into the organization, the number of metrics
we’re looking at will expand,” he explains. “There may be three or four 
metrics that flow into one metric that’s reported to a senior manager, for
example, but to the manager operating his particular piece of the business
day-to-day, that probably explodes into many more metrics.”

Another way to win the participation of the business units, says Blum of
Taubman Centers, is to involve them in the process of selecting and installing
the software. As is the case at many companies, the finance group at 
Taubman Centers had complete responsibility for the budgeting process prior
to implementing a new performance management system. Now, Blum says,
“We have pushed that down to the operational units.” The company was 
successful in doing so, in part, because finance involved the business units
early in the process and solicited their help in selecting the software. Today,
the business units feed data directly into the system and keep a closer eye on
their actual results versus budget. “It’s provided them with a terrific tool to
be able to monitor their performance,” Blum says, “and to make business
decisions based on that.” 

Kurtzweil of ON Semiconductor suggests that finance partner with the CIO
and enlist the support of a co-champion for a system-implementation project
from outside the finance department. At his own firm, he says, the senior VP
of operations co-sponsors, with him, the installation of each new module of
the performance management system his company is implementing.

Consider process changes before technology changes
Finance executives who have installed new performance management 
software stress that it is also good practice for companies to make any 
necessary changes to their business processes before trying to implement 
a new system. “In most cases, if you don’t change your process, you have
probably missed out on some opportunity to really make an improvement,”
says Picek of Alliant Techsystems. “When you don’t change your process, you
always end up doing custom enhancements to your software, which costs
you in the long run. The more you can use off-the-shelf stuff and the 
more you can conform your processes to the software—assuming 
you can conform them to align with best practices—I think that’s the 
direction to go, even though it’s probably the path that will meet with the
most resistance within the organization.” 



Our survey found that only 29 percent of companies assess and adjust
processes before implementing new technology (see Figure 13). Most either
implement technology and change processes simultaneously (44 percent) or
change processes after the fact, if necessary (27 percent). High tech/
telecommunications firms are more likely than others to assess processes
beforehand (44 percent), perhaps reflecting greater experience with technology
implementations.

J.P. Morgan Mortgage Capital: Implementing Web-based performance management

Before J.P. Morgan Mortgage Capital (a subsidiary of J.P. Morgan Chase) built a 
proprietary, Web-based software system to process its commercial-property 
mortgage loans from quote to securitization, its sales and support staff spent 
countless hours entering and re-entering data in various software systems. These
included one to generate mortgage applications for potential customers and 
another for use by the company’s managers in tracking loan activity. 

Owing to this slow process, says CFO Robert Wojciechowicz, management 
generally lacked a complete picture of what was going on with the business, 
preventing it from factoring that information into decisions about staffing and 
marketing. “We’re a very small company, and we look to our salespeople to start 
our lending process,” Wojciechowicz says. “If they’re not bringing in the loans, we 
need to know as soon as possible.” Unfortunately, it was hard to get at that 
information until the company built its new software system. “People were 
creating quotes (for potential borrowers) working in Word and Excel, but 
management would have no idea what was going on with that loan until the
application was already signed,” Wojciechowicz recalls. “We actually had two 
people who, at the end of the day, would circle up some of the things that 
happened and put them into a database so the next day management would 
know what was going on.”

Better information online
Today, that’s all changed. The necessary data—nearly 1,200 bits of it for every loan—
is entered once into the new system at each stage of the loan process, and thereafter 
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Figure 13
Few adjust processes before implementing software

% of respondents

We implement first,
adjust processes if

necessary (27%)
We implement and
change processes
simultaneously

(44%)

We assess and adjust
processes before

implementing (29%)

Source: CFO Research Services
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is immediately available on a real-time basis to everybody in the organization. The 
positions once dedicated to entering data a second time into a management database
have been eliminated and the company’s loan officers are 20 percent more productive.
This has not only lowered overhead, but has made the organization’s planning and 
forecasting more accurate and useful, says Wojciechowicz. “It’s not just data,” he 
adds. “You’re giving people more information, and when they have accurate 
information, they ask a lot of questions or they make decisions more quickly.”

Wojciechowicz uses the new software system—called the J.P. Morgan Electronic Mortgage
System, or JEMS—to generate, among other things, numerous reports summarizing the
sales portion of its business. He looks, for example, at how many quotes the company is
generating and how successful it is at converting those quotes into signed applications.
“Even once it’s signed up and we’re underwriting it, we want to know how many fall out,”
Wojciechowicz says. “Are they bad properties or good properties? We analyze all that
almost on a real-time basis, and that gives us a good forward picture. From there, I can
forecast what we’re going to do over the next couple of months.”

Tracking metrics
Wojciechowicz also uses the system to track productivity metrics, such as how many
loans individual underwriters are handling at once and how quickly they process them,
and, for sales personnel, their loan volume in dollars, the number of loans they’re 
selling, how long it takes them to close a deal, and their ratio of quotes to signed 
applications. He can also do “what if” analyses for a particular loan, calculating, for
example, how changing the margin the company is willing to accept might change the
amount of money the company would be willing to lend. For high-level analysis across
the business, however, Wojciechowicz still pours data from JEMS into a spreadsheet
and works on it there. “JEMS is more transaction-oriented; its geared toward the 
individual loans and the properties we’re lending on,” he says.

Wojciechowicz isn’t the only person reviewing the data in JEMS. “Everybody in the
organization can see what’s going on,” he says, “how many loans we’ve signed up, how
many deals we’ve lost, how many loans we’ve closed: all the information that forms the
basis of our business going forward.” JEMS users can access a single screen filled with
core metrics for the business, then drill down to see what’s going on person-by-person
or state-by-state. 

Overcoming resistance
The system took almost two years to develop, and while Wojciechowicz has embraced
it, JEMS met some resistance from the sales and underwriting teams, who weren’t
accustomed to having their productivity monitored so closely. “When they’re doing
well, they like it because they’re number one,” says Wojciechowicz. “But a lot of other
folks don’t like it.” To battle that resistance, he says, the management team has been
meeting with the salesforce and underwriters to spell out which metrics they’re being
judged on, and what their targets will be, both individually and as an organization, and
soliciting feedback on those goals. “We don’t just say, ‘You’ve got to cover 12 brokers,
or you’re not doing a good job,’” he states. Once there’s been buy-in from all parties,
everyone begins tracking results in JEMS and changing the targets over time if needed. 

In case anyone is tempted to ignore JEMS, Wojciechowicz also sends out weekly
updates on how things are going. “When I first started here a couple of years ago, we
weren’t really disseminating information, so people didn’t know what we were looking
at,” Wojciechowicz says. “Now they know. It’s actually created a lot of good, friendly
competition internally. It makes you be more effective in your job because there’s
transparency across the organization.”
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Demonstrating financial benefits

Finally, there may be a need to show a business case before embarking on a 
significant effort to improve performance management. Despite the many
tools available that claim to measure ROI, measuring an accurate return is
tricky to do. Tracking headcount reduction resulting from a new software
package is one thing, but measuring other, equally important benefits such as
better decision-making or improved employee productivity is unlikely to be as
precise. Some companies do attempt to put a dollar value on a project’s vari-
ous intangible benefits, but in most cases the effort is still mostly qualitative. 

For instance, Benco Dental believes the firm’s new performance management
system is paying for itself just in saving the time of finance personnel who
previously had to assemble budgets and forecasts using systems, procedures,
and processes that were hopelessly time-consuming and didn’t produce 
reliable results anyway. “You spent 90 percent of your time just gathering
data, and very little time analyzing it or challenging it or reacting to it,”
Hromisin says. “We’re trying to make data accumulation be 10 percent and
analysis be the other 90 percent.”

The cost of implementing a new performance management system, however,
was not cited as a major hurdle by most of the senior financial executives in
our survey. Only 29 percent said that a lack of funds poses an obstacle. And
while approximately half of the financial executives we spoke with who had
implemented a new system said they had to make a business case for their
decision, many were not required to provide a hard ROI projection. “We did
develop a business case, but we didn’t do it using a traditional ROI 
methodology,” says Kim Schwartz, VP of finance for the American Red Cross,
talking about the organization’s decision to implement a new performance
management system beginning in January 2003. “It wasn’t a particularly hard
sell,” she continues. “I think everybody knew we needed something better.” 

Caputo’s experience at Computer Associates was similar. “Certainly we 
had to justify our case, but there was a pretty obvious need and we’d 
decided internally, as a company, that we wanted to get more sophisticated
and involve more people in the process so that we could provide better 
internal forecasting,” Caputo says. Hromisin notes that he wasn’t required 
to develop a hard ROI projection at Benco Dental, either, in part because 
senior management recognized that they and their front-line managers 
were “starved” for information—the cost of missing and incomplete 
information was so obvious that calculating an ROI would have been an
unnecessary formality.

Still, our interviewees agreed that it is possible to demonstrate tangible non-
financial benefits from implementing a new performance management 
system once it is up and running. “We judge our success by the fact that we’ve
been able to get to more detailed information and make better decisions, and
also by the fact that we’re able to compile and close our accounting periods
more quickly,” says Caputo. “We’re issuing our 10-Qs on the same day we’re
announcing our results and holding our investors’ calls, within 25 days 
following the quarter’s end.” 
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A brighter future

Success stories such as the ones being told by Advantage Sales & Marketing,
Computer Associates, and Taubman Centers—not to mention success stories
in the making like the one unfolding at Benco Dental—demonstrate that major
improvements in corporate performance management are possible. Many
financial executives appear to have gotten the message; the high percentage of
CFOs planning to move to rolling forecasts is one example of this.

The motivation for improvement is two-fold: to allow companies to better
plan for and cope with challenging economic environments, and to respond to
demands from the board of directors, investors, and financial market regulators
for more clarity and accuracy in financial forecasts. The solution also has two
parts: companies must embrace integrated performance management systems
that allow them to spend less time collecting data and more time analyzing it,
and marry them to best-practice processes such as the use of rolling budgets
and rolling forecasts.

The challenge is clear, but so is the opportunity.

Potential CFO actions

Our survey and interviews suggest several steps CFOs can take to improve 
performance management:

■ Implement an integrated performance management IT solution.
Most companies that rely on a mix of performance management systems across 
the enterprise, and then feed data from those systems into a spreadsheet for 
budgeting and planning purposes, operate at a significant competitive handicap 
relative to companies using an integrated IT solution. A single system eliminates 
duplicative data entry and the accompanying potential for human error; speeds up 
the availability of information to managers across the enterprise; makes it easier 
to include business units in the planning, budgeting, and forecasting process; 
and tightens the link between budget and strategy.

■ Develop rolling budgeting and forecasting capabilities. Static, once-a-year 
budgeting is often out of date just when it’s needed most—when business 
conditions change. CFOs can take advantage of the speed and accuracy 
inherent in an integrated performance management system to develop rolling 
budgets and forecasts that more accurately reflect current trends—embodied 
in both financial and non-financial metrics—and draw on input from managers 
across the organization.

■ Enlist the support of non-finance executives to “co-champion” change to the 
performance management system and gain the buy-in of the business units.
Integrated IT solutions for performance management work best when they are 
used not only by finance but also by sales and other operating teams as well. To 
achieve buy-in from the business units, CFOs should enlist the support of a 
“co-champion” for change from outside the finance department, and solicit the 
input and participation of the business units throughout the selection and 
implementation process.



APPENDIX
Study response demographics

Our written survey yielded 245 responses. These charts describe the 
characteristics of the survey population:
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What is your title?

% of respondents

At which office do you have primary responsibility?

% of respondents

Source: CFO Research Services

CEO
(3%)

CFO/SVP Finance
(49%)

VP Finance
(22%)

Director Finance
(7%)

Controller (14%)

Other
(5%)

Corporate office
(70%)

Division/Subsidiary
(25%)

Regional
headquarters

(5%)

Under $250 million
(29%)

$250-499 million
(17%)

$500-749 million
(9%)

$750-999 million
(12%)

$1-4.9 billion
(21%)

$5-9.9 billion
(5%)

Over $10 billion
(7%)

What were your global company revenues for the most
recently completed fiscal year?

% of respondents
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SPONSOR’S PERSPECTIVE
Bridging the have/want performance gap 

By Brian Hartlen, Senior VP of Marketing, Comshare, Incorporated

In addition to revealing what CFOs want from performance management 
systems, this report highlights what CEOs want—and aren’t getting. For
example, nearly 90 percent of respondents said CEOs want finance to produce
accurate, meaningful analyses of unit performance on demand but almost
half the respondents are unable to provide it.

Additionally, 77 percent said CEOs want finance to advise business units on
how to adjust performance drivers to meet targets but, again, nearly half the
respondents are unable to do this. Gaps like these are likely to widen as board
members and others ask for more and better information quicker. To eliminate
these gaps, organizations will need integrated technology, effective processes,
and committed people.

Integrated technology. Survey respondents identified lack of integrated 
systems as one of the biggest hurdles to eliminating performance gaps. To be
effective, this integration must happen at several levels. For example, the 
system must be integrated with the organization’s existing IT infrastructure
to maximize existing technology investments and knowledge resources. It
must also work with existing financial and nonfinancial data sources (e.g.,
general ledger, CRM, ERP) and the organization’s chosen methodology (e.g.,
scorecard, EVA, activity-based management) to enable the monitoring, 
measuring, and managing of success drivers. 

The system also must integrate the planning, budgeting, forecasting, financial
consolidation, management reporting, and analysis processes—holding only
a single, consistent version of the data—for a comprehensive, continuous
view of the enterprise. These levels of integration, combined with effective
processes, make it possible for organizations to generate accurate results,
compare plans against actuals and forecasts, analyze data at will, obtain early
warning of problems and opportunities, and gain insight into current results
and future performance trends.

Effective processes. Before choosing and implementing technology, Comshare
recommends that organizations thoroughly understand the processes they
are trying to support with it. Only 30 percent of survey respondents said they
assess processes before implementing new technology. Nearly half of those
that do, however, are high tech and telecommunications firms, organizations
that understand the impact of not thoroughly understanding processes before
embarking on technology implementations.  

To enable organizations to adjust to change, these processes must be triggered
by events, such as deregulation or the emergence of a new technology, and
not—as most are today—by calendar dates (e.g., yearly planning and budget-
ing, quarterly reporting). Process feedback loops should alert the organization
to these process-triggering events, resulting in continuous monitoring and
adjustment of activity to enable successful strategy execution. 
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Improving performance management requires more than executing event-
based processes quickly. It requires making processes more effective. Is it 
necessary, for example, to report on all 75 measures the company is able to
track, or would tracking seven key measures be just as effective? Does the
organization really need to budget 240 line items, or will 40 do? 

Committed people. The elimination of performance gaps also requires
informed, committed people. Because performance management projects
involve so much change, they will incur resistance. This resistance needs to be
dealt with; it will not dissipate on its own. Resistance can come from all 
levels, even senior management. 

Several actions can minimize or counteract this resistance. First, because 
performance management initiatives are strategic in nature and will have an
impact on corporate performance, secure senior management’s sponsorship
and full endorsement. Second, make sure the implementation team includes
the most senior person possible—someone with access to the necessary
resources and visibility. Third, communicate objectives and benefits to every-
one, and gain end-user buy-in by addressing their needs. Fourth, find 
detractors at all levels early on and either convert them or determine whether
they are a good fit for the organization. Fifth, implement change (processes
and technology) in phases to build a sense of momentum by delivering
results early and often. 

Comshare, Incorporated is a leading provider of software that helps companies
implement and execute strategy. Comshare’s integrated application for corporate 
performance management encompasses planning, budgeting, forecasting, financial
consolidation, management reporting, and analysis. To learn more about leveraging
technology to execute winning strategies, read The Strategy Gap (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, 2003) or visit www.comshare.com. 
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